Accommodations Close to University of Washington

Dear Workshop Participants,

Thank you so much for signing up for the workshop/training provided by the University of Washington Autism Center (UWAC). The training will take place at the University of Washington’s Magnuson Health Sciences Center, next to the UW Medical Center in Seattle.

If you are looking into accommodations, below are a few hotels that are fairly close to the University of Washington (UW) and are preferred contracted vendors of the UW. Guests of UW may be able to access UW contracted rates. Please contact the front desk and explain that you are a guest of and will be attending a training at the UW and would like to know how to access discounted rates. We suggest that you also check for special seasonal rates offered by these hotels to the general public, as the special rates may be lower than UW contract rates during down seasons. Some hotels may also provide shuttle service that drops you off in front of the UW Medical Center. We look forward to seeing you at the workshop!

Graduate Seattle
https://www.graduatehotels.com/seattle/

Residence Inn (Seattle University District)

Silver Cloud Inn (University District)
http://www.silvercloud.com/university/

University Inn (University District Seattle)
https://www.staypineapple.com/university-inn-seattle-wa

Watertown Hotel (University District Seattle)
http://www.watertownseattle.com

Sincerely,

Lena Tsui, M.A.
Training Coordinator
UW Autism Center
ltsui@uw.edu
206-616-9566